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The BG News
Serving a growing university since 1920
Tuesday, May 27, 1969

Volume 53, Number 109

Apollo 10 back safely from moon
ABOARD USS PRINCETON -(AP)- Climaxing a voyage of discovery that paved the way for Americans to land on the moon, the
Apollo 10 lunar explorers parachuted to a bull's eye landing In the
Pacific yesterday and were quickly hoisted aboard the recovery ship
Princeton.
America's newest space heroes ended man's greatest and most
dangerous space adventure when their sturdy six-ton spaceship parachuted into gently rolling seas within sight of this helicopter carrier
400 miles east of Pago Pago.
With television cameras relaying the dramatic splashdown and recovery to the United States and Europe, Air Force Col. Thomas P.
Stafford and Navy Cmdrs. John W. Young and Eugene A. Cernan hit
the water Just three miles from the Princeton.
The pinpoint landing was a fitting climax to the near-flawless
eight-day flight, a final dress rehearsal which cleared the way for
two astronauts to walk on the moon's bleak surface within two months.
Helicopters were overhead within minutes, dropping Navy frogmen
to attach floatation collars.
The astronauts opened their hatch and climbed out Into a rubber
llferaft Inflated by the swimmers.
A second helicopter whipped In and lowered a blrdcage-Uke net
to hoist the spaceman up one by one.
The trio appeared In good health and happy as they stepped from the
helicopter onto a red carpet rolled out on the deck. They waved at
the mass of cheering sailors as a boatswain piped them aboard.
The sailors stood at attention as Stafford, Young, and Cernan stepped
to a microphone on deck.
"It's really great to tie back from the moon," Stafford said. "We're
all In great shape. I hope we have Increased the knowledge of man so
we can press on. It was a great team effort."
Television pictures, relayed through a communications satellite,
enabled millions of Americans to share the triumphal return of the
three astronauts.
Viewers had a ringside seat as cameras focused on Apollo 10
floating down from space, dangling under three orange and white
parachutes.
Hundreds of sailors wearing dress white, lined the deck of the
Princeton and cheered as they watched the stirring sight.
Helicopters spotted the astronauts several minutes before the
splashdown and were hovering overhead within minutes.
Stafford, Young, and Cernan traveled 76 hours outward to the moon,
NEARING COMPLETION The dedication of the and having a seating capacity of 200, is expected circled It 31 times In 61 1/2 hours and raced home along a 54-hour
Lutheran Student Center, located on East Wooster in early October. (Photo by Dave McCoy)
corridor. The flight lasted 8 days, 3 minutes.
They logged about 700,000 miles and Stafford and Cernan made
man's closest approach to another celestial body, riding a lunar landing
vehicle to within 9.4 miles of the moon to scout a landing site for
Apollo 11 In July. They rehearsed all phases of a landing mission
except the actual touchdown.
Five hours before homecoming, they beamed a final telecast, showing the fast-approaching earth In brilliant color and transmitting their
thoughts on their magnificent Odyssey. Stafford summed up the feelings
this way:
"I think the future of manned space flight for now and many generations to come Is going to uncover many, many other challenges and
experiences that we are really Incapable of even conceiving at this time."
2 woman force can't be every- regularly on complaint forms at
By JIM MARINO
Apollo 10 slammed Into the outer limits of the atmosphere 400,000
the University police office.
where at once.
Asst. Managing Editor
feet high at 24,694 miles an hour, was punished bv forces nearl"
Chief Calcamugglo said an un- seven times the pull of gravity and was blistered by heat of more than
"We need a man on foot In the
Vandalism and theft from Sta- parking lot area," the chief said. marked squad car, recently recon- 5,000 degrees. The crew traveled 64 m.p.h. faster than the Apollo 8
dium Lot 6 exceeds the $200 a "But some nights I only can mus- verted from a marked car, was pilots on their return from the moon in December.
week mark, and Campus Security ter two men for the entire night hoped to prove a deterrent to parkThe craft's heat shield protected the craft from burning up and the
Is helpless to do much about It shift. I couldn't spare one for foot ing lot crimes.
temperature Inside the cabin remained a comfortable 70 degrees.
According to the chief, It hasn't
because of a lack of manpower. patrol, then."
Before hitting the atmosphere, Stafford, Young, and Cernan jettisoned
Stolen tires, hubcaps, stereo tape been all that successful.
That was the summation of Spena service module attached to the command ship. The shedding of this
"We still receive six to 12 com- equlpmen' bay reduced Apollo 10's weight from 31,500 to about 12,000
cer T. Calcamugglo, security chief, players, broken antennas, and ocwho related his present 13 man, casionally a stripped car appear plaints a week from persons whose pounds.
cars have been tampered with,"
During the hottest, fastest part of re-entry, radio communications
the chief said.
from (he speeding vehicle were blacked out for about three minutes.
Right after blackout ended, two recovery force planes and the PrinceThe chief said he has considered
installing an emergency call box In ton reported radar contact with the spaceship.
Minutes later, the ship, dangling under Its parachutes, came within
Lot 6 enabling police to receive
trouble calls more quickly. But view of the ship.
At 10,000 feet, the three main 83.5-foot chutes blossomed majestithe chief was afraid such a phone
A memorandum In the files of would be used as a toy by some cally and Apollo 10 floated gently downward into the Pacific at a comNEW YO RK (AP) - Supreme Court
parative snail's pace of 22 m.p.h.
Justice William O. Douglas has pri- the foundation, the Times said, students.
vately characterized an Internal showed that Douglas on May 1
"The real answer Is simply more
Revenue Service probe of the Al- advised the foundation's board that manpower," said Chief Calcamugbert Parvln Foundation a "manu- he wanted to give up his posts glo. Ideally, he said, his force
factured case" Intended to force after nine years.
should be nearly doubled.
On May 4, Life magazine dishim to leave the bench, the New
The chief cited statistics showclosed that Supreme Court JusYork Times said today.
Many students may be surprised amics, and sculptures In the shop.
A
Los Angeles dispatch by tice Abe Fortas accepted, but re- ing a good police force has one
"We also plan to have restBarnard L. Collier said Douglas turned a $20,000 fee from a foun- officer for every 500 citizens. Pre- when they return to the campus in
find a new addition
rooms in that area, but we still
Included the characterization In a dation established by financier Lou- sently, the situation here is about the fall and end
have to work out the plumbing
of the University
letter dated May 12 to Albert Par- is E. Wolfson, now serving a fed- one officer per thousand students, to the south
Union.
arrangements," he said.
vln, a Los Angeles business execu- eral prison term after conviction he said.
Farrar M. Cobb, Director of the
"We have a liquor license and
A budget request from Security
on violations of the securities law.
tive.
Union, told the News that the old will be serving 3.2 beer in the new
Fortas resigned from the high Is presently before the administra"The strategy Is to get me off
snack bar dally from 1 p.m. until
the court," Douglas was quoted as court on May 15, following contro- tion, the chief said, asking for eight University Bookstore will be renamed the "Concourse" and will
closing except on Sunday," he
writing. "I do not propose to bend versy over the propriety of his re- additional officers.
added. "We will also serve the
The expense to the University contain restrooms, a small sunlationship with the Wolfson foundato any such pressure."
would be about $6500 per addition- dries shop, and snack bar serving same foods that are featured In
Douglas's resignation as pres- tion.
3.2 beer. Hopefully, he said that the Nest."
al man, including salary and equipident and a director of the founIt will be In full operation by SepJames G. Bond, Vice President
ment.
dation was announced last Friday
Literary deadline
of Student Affairs, commented as
As yet, this request has not been tember.
in a statement released by the
Mr. Cobb stated that the sundries to whether or not he thought there
answered by the administration,
Friday will be the last day
foundation. The statement indicashop should be completed and open- would be any complications on getsaid the chief.
ted that expanding foundation ac- \ for submissions of poetry, :
ting the beer served on campus
In the meantime, the chief sug- ed by July. The shop will include
tivities posed "too heavy a work :: prose, and photography for the .;.
such items as greeting cards, film,
and he said, "There shouldn't be
gested that students could aid camload" for Douglas and cited an 1 June Literary Supplement.
any complications because the
pus police In their Investigation of bluebooks, pencils, etc.
'.' Submissions may be addressed
operation for appendicitis.
Mr. Cobb went on to say that he
Board of Trustees passed the beer
Reached at his home in Los '■ i to Lee Larcomb, Literary Edl-:...! stolen property from their autos
Angeles, Parvln said, "I have no :•. tor, BG News Office, 106 Unl- !j by making a list of all items and hoped something could be worked bill last fall, so barring any unmarking down the serial numbers out with the Art Department so forseen problems, It will be served
verslty Hall.
comment. I don't care to discuss
in the Union."
students could sell paintings, cerof any expensive articles.
It at all."

More manpower needed
to stop theft, chief says

Douglas accuses IRS
of manufacturing case

Union pub scheduled to open in fall
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Council lacks interest
Student Council members last Thursday night cheated a good
number of honestly concerned applicants for court positions
through their own lack of concern.
In their first test of interest the new Council members have
failed miserably.
In the balloting for fourteen Student and Traffic Court justices
last week, in which a two-thirds vote is needed for approval,
there were 64 abstentions. As a result many deserving appointees were deprived a chance to become involved in student government.
The reason so many members were forced to abstain rather than
vote responsibly was that they did not know what they were
doing. And they were ignorunl because they failed to attend the
preliminary heuring earlier in the week, in which applicants
for court positions were to be interviewed by Council members.
Only nine of the al-large members bothered to go to the interviews at all.
It was obvious at the meeting Thursday night that many of the
Council members did not have the faintest idea who they were
voting on, and what is the most discouraging, one got the impression that some did not even care.
And since less than two-thirds of the members could have been
asked to vote with any kind of knowledge on any of the appointees, it follows that those students who were approved for justiceships were by no means the most qualified for the job.
If this disinterest is any indication of what the students can
expect out of their Student Council next year, they should have
followed the advice given by the News earlier this month and not
voted them into office.
A student government with no authority is bad enough, but one
with no initiative cannot be condoned.
Student Council had better increase its interest over the summer.
You cannot represent without wanting to.
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letters to the editor
Is this patriotic
During the few days before the
ROTC Review the comments concerning It really disgusted me.
I heard a constant flow of remarks
such as: "Let's go to the review
and crack some heads," or "Are
you going to go and watch the
hippies get beat up?" What's
wrong with us? Does everyone
want trouble? Maybe we could
Just pass out clubs and have a
free-for-all.

I have the deepest admiration
for those students who partlcpated
In the ROTC Review. But also
with equal admiration do I look
upon those students who held their
silent vigil. Both groups showed
their true colors, each stood for
what they believed. It was the hundreds of other students who came
only to watch or participate in a
disorder, that I have no use for.
What Is it that these students believe In? Do they think they will
turn a florescent red, white, and
blue by hitting a fellow student.
Is this being patriotic?
Maybe I've been too optimistic
about my generation. I thought we
were finally beginning to respect
one another's ideas and one
another.
Gary Gorman
341 Rodgers

Some thoughts for thought
Bv FRED ZACKEL
"For Diana, who died last
year."
"Look at that sunset," she said.
"Isn't It beautiful?"
But that Is not what she meant.
She really meant, "Isn't that beautiful, and aren' t I beautiful for having been perceptive enough to have
seen It?' *
Achievement motivation. If one
Is motivated to poetics, then one
can achieve poetics. To share
In a discovery also means to gain
glory for Its discovery. Ego Is
the determinate In most love affairs.
All human beings like to ride
horses, walk In deep forests, walk
hand-ln-hand along the seashore.
It is a human response. It Is
natural. It is not mystical nor
spiritual. All humans like to do
things like that.
It Is the <• r1111• ■ of Rod McKuen.
Reduce everything to the level of
the mass media and alienate the

audience Into separate fools.
Loneliness hypnotized into your
soul. It is banal freedom. It
Isn't even deodorized. It smells
to high heavens.
Freedom is the anarchy of the
spirit, the frustration of all natural
chemical laws. Freedom is related to "vivacious," filled with
life. The waterfall breaks over
the rocks, the rocks eventually
are destroyed. Progress inhuman
life. The only rule is change.
Lincoln said, "This, too, shall
pass away."
Words are symbols, mere representations of someone's presuppositions. They are guesses
at the inner workings of men's
minds. They hold no basic truth
In their utterances.
Free speech, free assembly,
free thought, freedom from want—all are breaks with the natural
law. Conservatism is too extreme,
as is extremism.
Truth is a
series of puns, a series of metaphors. Labels, and all are In-
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correct.
"And the truth shall make you
free."
A Freudian slip is truth, If you
trip over it and quickly rationalize It with "I didn't mean It."
Freedom Is a treasure chest
found on a deserted beach by beggar boys, a poetic dream of Keats
and of a fairy child who makes
like she loves him. But soon
she has disappeared and her memory Is hard and cruel. She Is
free, but he isn't, for he believes
In her. She Is fantasy, the magic
of the moon.
And the universe and all within
It is nonsense, the nonsense
of "Alice in Wonderland." We
didn't create the universe. All
we did was name it. The prattles of Einstein.
Freedom Is in play. How do
you spend your time?
Levity
cures more than does gravity which
ties us up into a small plastic
ball.
So someone says, "You brought
Instability Into my unconfused
world."
So did the Delphian oracle In
th-3 good old days. The Riddle
of the Sphinx, when solved, proved
rational and destroyed Oedipus'
freedoms. He had to keep pressing his luck. He got riddled.
He found the answer.
After he gave up his spirit
to the Furies, the world became
safe for democracy and also for
the oxymoronlc freedom of Durrell's drab eggshell. Conformity
in grey uniforms.
And the best teacher confuses
and you have to make up your
own mind. No one Is your leader.
Christ called himself a
teacher. He never said a word
about being a leader.
And all I am doing Is babbling,
if you follow this, then you have
followed it. All religions hold
doctrines. Those doctrines merely reaffirm the practloners' beliefs. To be a convert, you must
already belieje.
Conversion
means additional research.
And 11 you ask me If I believe
this, then I must say, "No, but
th'i pay Is good."

Moral laws
I just ask for the space to tell
Mr. Brannon who lives (I think!
in 117 Conklln, or should I sajf
ask (?) him a torn things.
First, Mr. Brannon, do you feel
that - the dorms here should
allowed to be run as total run-|
of-the-mill body houses?
Second, Is sexual behavior jus|
a moral belief?
(And, last, but not least, If yoi|
can honestly answer the first
with an affirmative answer, I havtj
one more question.)
Does not the U.S. also have
law against sex without marrlagel
Imagine what would happen ll
a guy (or gal) could take his matsf
Into his room and lock the doors.)
Verna Byers:
520 LowrJ

Honors Program to stross interest
Tils short communication has one purpose: to attempt to ldentlf|
students Interested in the diverse possiblltles an honors program
capable of generating.
I wish to admit right away that few concrete proposals have as ye|
been formulated for the coming year; the concern at the moment Is
indicate the direction of my current thinking in the hope that sonr:
readers will feel moved to respond before the end of the quarter|
There Is a real need to open up the Program to students whos
accumlatlve point average plays a poor second fiddle to their advenJ
rurous willingness to participate In a vibrant academic experiment!
This phrase, "adventurous willingness," (which, alas. Is not mine)/
Is employed deliberately. For the Program—however It may be modi
lfled and expanded—is most emphatically not designed for peoplsj
interested primarily In the passive acquisition of information.
What It will value are those who, whether they be high achievers oi
not, are able to render meaningful that information In order morJ
successfully to make real choices and decisions ..and, furthermore,]
those who have already recognized or are willing to recognize the or{
ganlc connection between learning and Joy.
It will be necessary to remove, forcefully If necessary, the academld
Llnus-blanket from each participant and to encourage him to get down
to some personal (I.e. bona fide) learning. It is to be hoped that In
the process "subjects" will become less distinct and discrete, and
will even disappear...so that "interdisciplinary" no longer need refer]
to two professors from different areas leading a discussion, but may
Imply that one Ignore all boundaries.
I am not ashamed to admit I do not know what an honors student
Is., nor what is meant by a superior student. (I suspect both tell far|
more about he who employs the labels than they do about the objects'
designated...and right there is my main criticism of the labels: the]
tend to objectify and categorize, even dehumanize the very people
in whom I would hope the Program would entourage sensitlzatlon.l
I do know, however, that many of the characteristics of the school
system through which our traditionally-identified "superior person'
has passed are deplorable from the point of view of the newly-con-l
celved Program. All too frequently, or so it seems to me, to havri
succeeded in this system is to have learned well (or best) what it waa|
required of one to do.
Again, all too often the accent Is not on Independent thinking, on the|
asking of pertinent questions, but on learning to depend on the authority!
of the teacher...and we at Bowling Green are not deprived of proof
of the success this learning has produced!
The Honors Program, then, will seek out and actively solicit thosd
who have escaped or (and I'm particularly Interested in this group) |
are desirous of escaping and overcoming what has recently been
termed Intellectual paraplegia. It hopes to attract people who have
a genlne need to probe into ths nature of their own structure and thil
of their learnings through the medium not only of seminars and honors
sections of regular classes, but also through a multitude of other arJ
rangements. The Program's aim is personal growth through meaningful learning, and what is encouraged is a way of academic life In
which students take responsibility for their owi freedom. Accompanying all this Is the desire to make genuine contributions to the un-|
lverslty at large, with whose blessings the Program continues.
Although it would be premature to speak freely about the actua
recruitment for the Program, I would reiterate my earnest desire to
meet with any Individual—either present or potential participant—
to whom this skeletal outline appears to offer a chance for worthwhllej
stlm dating academic endeavor.
Trevor J. Phillips,!
Acting Director, Honors Program!
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■■From Associated Press

Space progress leads to moon landing

Toda&

Apollo 11 planned for July
• Compiled by Ken Berzof

Chicago schools reopen
CHICAGO - Classes resumed yesterday for 600,000 public school
pupils who were barred from 523 schools Thursday and Friday by the
first public school teachers strike In Chicago history.
The teachers voted overwhelmingly Sunday to accept the Board of
Education's latest contract offer which included a $100-a-month raise.
It makes them the highest paid in major U.S. cities.

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)Experts steering Americans to the
moon said yesterday the three Apollo 10 astronauts "have given us
the final confidence" to aim toward

Canada to reduce
support for NATO
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - Informed sources said U.S. Defense
Secretary Melvin R. Laird urged
Canada yesterday to slow down
plans for pulling the bulk of Its
forces out of Western Europe, lest
other members of the Atlantic
alliance decide to cut down their
strength, too.
Laird and Canadian Defense
Minister Leo Cadleux conferred
for an hour at the Brussels headquarters of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. Later it was
announced only that Cadleux "outlined in general terms the Canadian plan for an adjustment of Canadian forces in Germany."
One source said the Canadian
plans were known to the U.S.
government In considerable detail.
They are due to be laid on the

Registration bill in house
COLUMBUS, Ohio - A bill to provide for statewide voter registration was to go before the Ohio House yesterday for a floor vote.
The bill, backed by Secretary of State Ted. W. Brown, would require voter registration In all counties.

Nixon fills antipoverty post
WASHINGTON - Donald Rumsfeld, 36-year-old Illinois congressman,
was sworn In yesterday as head of the government's antipoverty program and as a presidential assistant designated to sit with the Cabinet.

Yorty fighting for reelection
l.OS ANGELES - Thomas Bradley, a Negro city councilman leading
In the polls, and Sam Yorty, showing some gain battling to hold his Job,
made final victory predictions yesterday as Los Angeles voters prepared to choose a mayor.
If Bradley wins, he would become one of the nation's most influential Negro political figures as mayor of the third most populous
city. Gary, Ind., and Cleveland also have Negro mayors.

Court upholds exemption
WASHINGTON - A unanimous Supreme Court held yesterday that a
young man who was exempt from military service as a "sole surviving son" Is entitled to remain exempt even after his mother dies
and the family Is thereby dissolved.
The ruling, given by Justice Thurgood M irshall, was significant In
regard to giving a limited number of draft registrants the right to go
to court to fight their induction before pressing appeals through the
Selective Service System.

Draff office broken info
CHICAGO - Antidraft protesters broke into a Selective Service office, poured paint and tar on records, then carried the documents outside and threw them on a bonfire.
Eighteen persons were arrested in the disturbance Sunday, including two priests and a man who first identified himself as a seminarian
and then as a priest.
A statement signed by 15 of those arrested said the burning of draft
records was an "act of creative destruction by white citizens who
confront the twin evils of American militarism and racism." The
board has drafting authority over a largely Negro area of the South
Side.

Turkish strike closing
ANKARA, Turkey - Solution of a 40-day, Incident-filled strike of
Tuiklsh employees at American facilities in Turkey seemed near
yesterday when the two sides reached agreement on terms of a new
contract. But an American official said a new dispute arose Immediately over the effective date of the contract.
He said the union wants the new contract for more than 2,000 Turkish workers to be retroactive to Oct. 1, 1968, the date the old contract ran out. Americans have Insisted the effective date of the new
agreement should be Jan. 1, 1969.
In reaching agreement on terms, the union reportedly compromised on Its original demands for a say In hiring and firing while
the Americans came through with a substantial boost.

Lindsay slams welfare
WASHINGTON - Mayor John Lindsay of New York told President
[Nixon yesterday the welfare system "Is bankrupting our cities" and
I must be scrapped and replaced.
Lindsay presented his Ideas for a new program at a White House
I meeting with Nixon and the Cabinet-level Urban Affairs Council.

a lunar landing July <JU.
But If preparations get behind
schedule, "we will not hesitate
to postpone the Apollo 11 mission"
until
August, said Dr.

Judge orders Ray
bock to prison
in latest appeal
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - James
Earl Ray, admitted assassin of
civil rights leader Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., was denied a
new trial yesterday.
Judge Arthur C. FaqulnJr., held
that the evidence showed Itay had
voluntarily and in good faith
entered a guilty plea to the slaying. Under Tennessee law, the
Judge held, such a plea precludes
a motion for a new trial, for
postconvlctlon remedies or an appeal.
Faquin further held that Ray
waived all rights to file a motion
for a new trial or for an appeal.
He ordered Ray returned to the
state penitentiary at Nashville to
continue serving his 99-year term.
Ray fidgeted In his captain-style
chair as Faquin read his lengthy
opinion. He crossed and recrossed
his legs and alternately rested his
head on his right or left hand.
J. B. Stoner of Savannah, one of
Ray's attorneys, told the court the
defense took exception to the ruling. He later said, "some move"
would be made, but declined to say
when or what It would be.
Faquin held that a section of the
Tennessee Code which automatically grants a new trial should the
Judge die while such a motion is
pending did not apply In Ray's
case. He said that Ray, by pleading guilty, irrevocably waived In
advance any right of appeal or a
new trial.
Ray did not take the witness
stand.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
CONGRATULATES ITS
NEW OFFICERS
Dovid R. Soich
Worthy Master
Thomas Carton
Worthy Chaplain
Worthy Keeper of the Exchequer Sal Zanfardino
Peter Bromley
Comptroller
Richard Howser
Kitchen Steward
Eric Jenison
Worthy Scribe
David Creamer
Social Chairman
Edward Ellis
House Manager
Rick Curry
Rush Chairman
Ken Koberna
Worthy Usher
Annals
Tom
Himes
Worthy Keeper of the
Jeff Crowl
Athletic Chairman
Steve Lents
Old Alpha Chairman

table tomorrow at a meeting of
defense ministers representing 14
or the 15 countries in the Atlantic
pact. France does not take part.
Canada Is reported planning "a
phased reduction" that In three
years will withdraw all Canadian
troops except for a light mobile
reserve group. Canadian troops
In Western Europe now include a
mechanized Infantry brigade of
5,500 troops, four strike-attack
squadrons and two reconnaissance
squadrons equipped with CF104
Starflghters - about 10,000 men in
all.
Laird was said to want the withdrawal mide slower, so that the
withdrawals would be small in any
one year.
U.S. officials also would like to
delay formal approval of the Canadian plan by the rest of NATO.
Said one: "When the United States
pulled out somo of Its troops a
couple of years ago, It took from
April to December before the decision was approved. If the Canadians think they can give a first
indication in April, and get a final
okay In May, so they can make
their firm announcement In June,
they're going to make a lot of
defense ministers mad."
In practice, NATO approval cannot be withheld. Member countries are obliged only to consult
one another. All recognize that
each government in the end makes
Its own decisions.
Cadleux himself declined to give
any details of the Canadian plan.

Thomas O. Paine, administrator
of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
"Eight years ago Sunday, the
United States made the decision
to land men on the moon and return them safely by the end of the
decade," Paine said in a news conference after the three Apollo 10
astronauts had returned safely to
earth.
"Today, we know we can go to
the moon, and we will go to the
moon. Tom Stafford, John Young,
and Gene Cernan have given us
the final confidence to take the
step."
"The Immediate question at hand
today is when we will be ready to
land men on the moon. We have,
as you know, fixed July 16 as a
target date for lift-off from Cape
Kennedy and July 20 for the landing, " Paine said.
"However, we have no Inflexible commitment to these specific
dates. We will not hesitate to postpone the Apollo 11 mission if we
feel we are not ready In all respects. And once the voyage has begun, we have no commitment that
would make us hesitate to bring the
crew home Immediately If we encounter problems," Paine said.
A final decision whether to delay the flight until August wiU be
made in two weeks, he said. The
moon moves into target position
for safe launching from Cape Kennedy only a few days each month,
and if officials decide not to go
in July, the next opportunity to
launch Apollo 11 astronauts Nell
A. Armstrong, Michael Collins and
Edwin E. Aldrln Jr. would be Aug.
14.
"We are today, with the vehicle
and all other preparations—Including crew training—on schedule to
meet the July 16 date," said Air
Force Lt. Gen. Samuel C. Phillips,
Apollo program director. "However, if the days ahead show we
are not ready, then we will wait."

Summer Jobs In Europe
Immediate Openings Available
Send 3 Dollars To:
Student Overseos Employment Bureau
P.O. Box 2999
Anaheim, Calif. 92804

You can't buy a new
'61 Volkswagen.
But you can buy
new '61
Volkswagen parts.
In foct, you can buy enough ports new
for a '61 VW to build a new "61 VW.
If that's how much you liked your old
one.
We have 4000 parts on hand lor know
where we can get our hands on them
quick).
Which is nice to know even if all you
need is one part. For any year VW.
No matter what vnnr vou brinn it in.

Cvening Service Hour* Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m.

Lou la Riche, he. /ov
920flaia at Rt: 224 East \&f
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center)
Phone: 422-6424
Findlay, Ohio

wtwmiia
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Brand New 1969 Honda JO, 1967
Honda CB-160, F.xcellent Shape
CHI 352-5459
UftWd TV.

|30.

Call 352-0196.

19M TR.-«50t< MotorcycUMunU
4-Track sttr«o lap* 4 10 Tapes.
Call 354-1371
•67 VW Karmann Chla Still has
warranty, 3095, or after 5 3527013
Stereo, 6- speakers, excellent
cond. Call Rob RM. 310, 2473
Muat sell Gibson guitar, Good
cond. Call Rarb at 354-7065
Mandcarved Western Roping Saddle
4 yrs. left on a 5 yr. free warranty. Very little wear. Must
sell!
Rest Offer. Call 352-038C
Why Pay Rent?
10x50 Trailer,
furnished, washer & dryer, skirted, utility shed, plus. Lot 129
Gypsy Lane Tr. ( rt. after 4:00
p.m. Wk. days. Sat. & Sun.
Used Bike wanted, < all 353-0352
'Farflsa duo keyboard organ. Must
sell-Rest offer. 352-2765

Only 12 more shopping days 'til
Dave Brim's birthdayI

1

y BILL HRONEK

Light Haullaf. Cheap. Mow your
furniture. CALL Scott 354-3285

1 bedroom furn. Apt avail, summer sessions, close to campua
353-4705

"?.*!?.?.'.
wn.i Blll-Congratulatlona to our
outstanding PIKe Senior, We're

AW* Phi", a."," nati*, DO".
(or the auper after-supper Kir>rlael

skirt, white go-go boots, attractlve and looking younger than her
21-years — this Is Miss Gale Ol-

Coed wanted to share furnished
Apt near campua. Summer. $45
mo. Dlanne-342 West

fv^ *■ """"'■

^"S"u7uo'^r^ttf t.
•>>• H""" center, j-B: You've
come "up" to the "cro»e" from
the alar anl cr.a«.t. Awake m,
child, your future plnmate la hopefully awaittof. A su

son, August, 1968, •'Playboy- playmate and honored guest at the
rjelfa Tan Delia and Unlversltv
^„
"
„ *,
*,,,!.. 7
D,
Shop Playboy Party held last Saturday In the Grand Ballroom.

Slgma"*Nu-W. Ml 00 nwrk at" \ IvHGMTVLKTDNs'toHmrVu
your house and your mark at
Order-runner-up to "69 Dream
whitenuti
Patti, Karen, and ,onl-n» row

M
'SS OlSOn Shocks people When
she reveals that She's been marrled for the past eight manths. She

.'
I.eavlnf for New Brunswick, New
n
J

uses her
slonally.

Furnished two bedroom Home. with garases 4 utilities, two students preferred for summer 4 Sept
353-4754

K

"""'

m

To My l)G itiic Cheryl-Don't you
worry; Don't you fret, you'll «e,
your Birthday preaem yet. I..I.
T.B. Kriati.

< Irl needed to share Apt. at Green
view summer quarter. CALL Joyce
108 Chapman.

Baby eyea-someoneioveayou.
NATO

ME!

University Courts now leasing for
igroups of 3-4 summer quarter,
Alr-C'ond. furnished, I block from
campus; (ALL 352-5811

iTL?mlrrZ T;, ™& p"r"."f:".rf""w-nVn-"."r"."c".V«."n;rd7
and expenses, call 3S2-72U
The Girl who...
,
:r*~*r~"'"**r^r
,■■;
■MHKB JOBS
Marilyn-Here's lovln' thegreateal

Rooms for sut.imer, cooking Faculties 353-3471

New lnt.rn.llo.ud Co. ha. opentfc ever!
I. * I., your IIIU.
Inga for College man. Positions In Carolyn.
major citiea m Ohio. Tr«uiport"-■"-—-"—";":;"
ation la neceaaary. starting pay
Alpha Slg Pledges:: Thanks for the
$90 to $150. depending on position.' : lovely Serenade Thursday MornGood working condition, above av- . Inc. I-ove »IB
erafe benefits.
Call Personnel '
—
Dept. 432-1352. Cleveland area Sprint- live II back now. Midnight
code.
Shift

1 bedroom Apt to rent summer
at Greenvlew, Ph. 352-5875
1 bedroom pool-side Greevlew Apt
to sublease for summer. 3525997

Female roommate needed for summer. Alr-cond. Apt. across from
Harshman. (all Robbie 330 H-C

Girls students rooms for summer
near campus. (ALL 354-1533

Questioning the role of student
gov'l? Come to the Open Forum,
May 27 at 4:00 in Student Servfcea Korum
1
Alpha XI pledges - We never
thought cleaning could be so much
fun. I hanks-Slgma < hi Pledge..

Men, approved housing, 304 K.
court summer or fall, qtrs. 3541533
' Rooms for male students for Fall
and summer, near campus. Ph
352-7365.
IX)ST AND FOUND

Nei'd two roommatea for sunvner
and next year. i all Patrick Good
352-7975

m

B

LOST: Glrla Om.fa Watch Har'ahman Sunning area. Reward. SIM

Wanted:
2 girls to share aircond. Apt for summer. Near campus. Call 352-5361

Roommate needed to share Apt.
summer, one or both session*,
t all 352-7221

Congrats Kaih and Phil on your
m
,

f TT T^.^T.

Needed 2 roommates for summer
session. CALL Dave 354-1721

Wanted: Mature Male for 2 bedroom Apt. PALL I969-$100 earhwrlte IJwIght Kallta, Philosophy
dept. Williams Hall. Ph. 782-0891.

«*«: Bunny hops in Union

classifieds

nine raincoats mixed up at C.I.
Thurs. nlte. (all < heryl. 308
Mooney, 3001

Have Happy go, Lucky Alpha llelt
Seniors! tie real of ua.
I
'

Long

Staff Reporter
brown hair, a mini,

maiden

name

mini

profes-

"When we were dating, all my
husband knew was that I was a
model. One_.dayV. I accldently
to "V
«,«_ .
. ,J
fc

■>»"» * *■« a bUTUly a.ld he was
really Shocked," MlSS Olson said.
M
'ss Olson became a playmate

by submitting professional photographs to the Playboy headquarters In Chicago. "They liked what
they saw and asked me to Interview," she said.
"I was evaluated on personality
and attractiveness along with other
prospective playmates at Hugh Hefner's mansion. In the end my total
number of points made me eligible
to become a playmate," she continued.
Her success in becoming a playmate wasn't appreciated by her
parents. "But my father now carries around with him the Issue in
which I appeared," she added.
Miss Olson also said that many
of the bunnies use their earnings
to finance their education. Some of
them already have master's degrees.

1.11 'Tau'a aay: This pledge ( lass
Isn't chicken!
' roommate for Sam. qtr. needed
for Wlnthrop. Call Mike 352-5884.
llarleyChopper-1200 cc'a 440 lbs.
Well done but needs llghla-JG45
Call 352-9951, ask for Underwood
5 to 6 p.m.

.■

*i

,^3
SX^^^
KV
^P'

O Phi A'a : We're really glad
We'll be OPKN ALL NIGHT start- I to go active—The new actlvea.
lng I rlday, May 30, at Use FAX—
ON PIZZA. ( all 352-1215
Congratulations John Delta Froah
-— of the year. Dorla & Jan
Wanted: Busboy for Sorority House
eat. 3224
CM Omegas - You're just what we
.—-—..-....--..-.
needed to make pledging complete.
( ongratulatlona AlphaDelts-IHane A great Ume - Sigma Chi Pledges.

< oii<2ialulatioiis

ODK Tap-Out

Dave Fero
BROTHER AND PAST
COMMANDER OF SIGMA NU

-SNAKES

Orders For The
1969 B.G.Lob Bond
Record Are Being

Taken In The
Music Bldg.
Cost Is $5.00

PLAYBOY BUNNY - Miss Gale Olson, playmate of the month
for Playboy Magazine signs autograph for Delta Tau Delta president Dave Cox.
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Oral festival held
SERIOUSLY SPEAKING-Dr. Jere Veilleux, associate professor of speech
at Purdue University, was
the guest speaker and eri.

tic for the University's
third annual Spring Oral
Interpretation
Festival.
Dr. Veilleux's topic was,
'Oral Interpretation
as
a Performing Art." The
festival,
which
began
last Friday and ran through
Sunday, featured, in competition,
students
from
many Ohio Universities.
Phi Bovier, one of Bowling
Green's final round speakers, chose a passage from
Lee Harper's novel, "To
Kill a Mockingbird." The
other speakers who read
for the final round were:
Jim Burton, Bowling Green;
Shirley Clark, University
of Cincinnati; Debbie Jaquays, Wittenberg University; Vicki Kistler, University of Toledo.

~N

Phi Bovier
S

4L

Campus calendar
UNIVKRSITY BOOKSTORE
Will be closed Friday and Saturday for the holiday weekend. Regular hours will resume on Monday.

SCUBA CLUB AND FIN-N-FALCON
Will hold elections for officers
at 8 p.m., Sunday In the River
Room of the Union.

LIBRARY
Will follow Its regular schedule
of hours on Friday, Memorial Day.

UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB
Will meet tonight from 7 p.m.
to 9 p.m. In the Women's Gym.

SANDALS
AND
BAGS...

Note square Italian style sole
Kach sandal is carefully hand lasted to insure perfect fit
All strap* are securely sewn to sole
Platform of Bridle Leather is firmly stitched to supple
Neolite sole.
All sandals are in Mahogany only unless otherwise
specified

She @owJe> guff
525 RIDGE ST.

Lutheran Center nearly finished
By BILL HRONEK
Staff Reporter
The Lutheran Student Center Is
nearlng completion with the probable formal dedication due In early
October.
The Rev. Paul Tuchardt, Lutheran campus pastor and a member
of the Missouri Synod, said, "The
center will have much more flexibility. There will be a chapel
seating approximately 200 students,
a small library, a conference room,
a main lounge equipped with asm ill
fireplace, a kitchen, and a parking
lot for 25 to 30 cars."
Since the Center Is located in a
residential area, its architecture
had to be taken Into consideration.
"We didn't want to have an Imposing structure, nor a dominating
building," Tuchardt said, "but we
did want one that would appeal to
the students and make them wonder
w'.iat It would be like to worship
there."

The new chapel, with seating In
the form of a "U", will not be using the traditional pews. Instead,
there will be rows of movable Cathedral chairs.
The Rev. Tuchardt said that the
use of these chairs will "enable us
to consider conducting a Lenten
drama. These chairs can be moved
to make room for a stage which
would be Impossible otherwise."
The Center Is mainly oriented to
the students. "At Prout Chapel,
where we are now holding services," Rev. Tuchardt said, "there
are approximately 120 students attending each service. Of these, approximately one-quarter are nonLutherans. We hope that our new
Center will bring more worshipers."
The total cost of the Center, not
Including the land, was around
$220,000 and Is being built by the
Ohio District of the Missouri Synod.

Completely
gassed on a

Rev. Poul Tuchardt

00*
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Hutchison teaches future 'people workers

By NEVA FO'^EY
Dr. Jack Hutchison Is a "people worker." He spends his days
teaching others to be rehabilitation counselors talking to as many
persons as he can concerning the
rehabilitation program.
Dr. Hutchison, coordinator of rehabilitation counselor education at
the University, feels he has "community based responsibilities" in
his Jobs concernlne rehabilitation.
His position as president of the
Northwest Ohio Hehabllltatlon Association takes up much of his time,
but he believes It is time well PROGRAM DIRECTOR •■ Dr. Jack Hutchison associate prospent.
"I'm telling the story of rehab- fessor of education, teaches future rehabilitation counselors the
ilitation to the northwestOhlo com- physical and psychological aspects of disability. His program,
munity," Dr. Hutchison said of his one of three in Ohio produces an average of 20 counselors a
work with the NORA. "I want to year. (Photo by Larry Nighswander)
make people aware of rehabilitation services."
there are only G6 centers.
Pennsylvania, Illinois and New
"The need for more personnel Mexico.
The 40 graduate students enrolled Is great," Dr. Hutchison continued.
Dr. Hutchison earned his bacheIn the University's programs "fo- "The rehabilitation program lsex- lor's degree at Michigan State Unicus on people who have a physi- pandlng.
We can't
meet the versity, his master's degree at
cal, mental or social handicap," demand.
Pennsylvania State University and
said Dr. Hutchison. "Coursework
The graduate program Is a full his doctorate at the University of
Includes medical and occupational two - year course, which Includes Iowa.
Information about Jobs available to laboratory and field work Involving
the handicapped and the psychology pratlcum In rehabilitation counselof disability."
ing.
The students work a minimum of
"There are only three such train- 60 hours with clients. Direct obing centers In Ohio," he said. "We servation of the students are made
need 300 rehabilitation counselors by University and rehabilitation
In Ohio and 9,000 across the na- personnel.
tion." In the entire United States
Following the practlcum, Internship In rehabilitation counseling
takes place. The Internship Is a
full-time Job In a rehabilitation setting, with a minimum of one quarter spent as an Intern.
The student who received his
master's degree In rehabilitation
counseling training may be employed in state vocational rehabilitation agencies, rehabilitation
centers ind sheltered workshops.
Any graduate Is eligible for the
program, but degrees In sociology,
psychology or education are preferable.
"Interest and grade point average are the most Important requirements," said Dr. Hutchison. A
graduate must have a point average
of at least 2.6.
Dr. Hutchison, formerly a speech
and hearing therapist, became Interested in rehabilitation In 1949.
Since then his work has taken Mm
to many places, Including Alaska,

CONGRATULATIONS
BROTHER

E.B. RICE

On Being Tapped Into ODK

■KAPPA SIGS
OUTDOOR CONCERT
University ChorusSymphonic Band
Wednesday, May 28,1969

7p.m.

Student Services Building
ADMISSION FREE

THE BROTHERS OF

TAU
KAPPA
EPSILON
CONGRATULATE
BARB BENTLER
Our
1969 Sweetheart

Keith Mabee receives IFC awards;
others tapped for honors at banquet
Keith Mabee was namea oreex
Man-of-the-Year at the Annual
Inter-Fraternity Council Awards
Banquet, Saturday. Mabee Is past
president of Kappa Sigma fraternity, and president of Scabbard and
Blade, the Army Military Honorary, and the Anteaens Society,
Greek Honorary. Mabee was also
presented the IFC three-year award.
The Sigma Chi Award was presented to Tom Temple, Phi Delta
Theta, past-president of IFC. This
award is given to a graduating senior who has been outstanding In
supporting his fraternity and the
University.
Compiling the most points for

"Greek Activities", Sigma Phi
Epsilon earned the Anteaens Trophy for this achievement In both
athletics and house accumulative
point average.
Tom Case, Phi Kappa Tau, earned the Coby Williams Award for
the fraternity man who can consume the most alcoholic beverages
"in a gentleman-like manner."
The past president's gavel
plaque was presented to Tom Temple. New officers for next year's
IFC are Mark Kelsman, president;
Bill Bensle, executive vice-president; Bob Pletrlck, administrative
vice-president; John Bachy, treasurer; Tom Glennen, secretary;
and Barry Barth, chief Justice.

"Come open the Red Door"

KR7CX.\
G7FT Ovorp
We're Famous For Solving
Gift Problems.
Staineless Steel
HUMMELS
CERAMICS
BRASS
COPPER

INCENSE
JEWELRY
F0NDU SETS
STATIONARY

Krickshaw
Gift Shop
139 Eos* Wooster St

Ph 353-6691
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Thinclads third in MAC

By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
On the Itinerary sheet for the
MAC track and field Championships, BG coach Mel Brodt wrote
after a dotted line, "Let's have a
terrific team effort."
The Falcon thinclads followed
his suggestion, and surprised a few

AWAY HE GOES -Bobby James
shows determined look as he
he streaks off from the blocks.

people by taking third place with
98 points, outclassing Miami (87),
Kent State (73), Toledo (39), and
Marshall (3). The exciting battle
to the finish staged by host Western Michigan and Ohio U.f with
the Broncos winning out 163-157,
was not as surprising.
In reference to the two-day meet,
Brodt said, "We did not do quite
as well Friday as we had anticipated, but we seemed to get rolling
Saturday." BG was tied for second
after ths first day, which Included
four events, but only three out of
eight Falcons qualified for the finals of the running events Saturday.
Bobby Jamts In the 100 yard
dash, Ken KeUy In the 880, and
Paul Zltco In the high hurdles all
survived Friday's cut and took runnerup titles home from Kalamazoo.
Kelly was not listed among the top
six half-mllers prior to the meet,
but he was one of the Falcons who
performed beyond expectations to
offset some of the disappointments.
Another surprising student was
Paul Talkington, who, according to
Brodt, "picked us up where some
of the others let down." For the
senior distance runner to have
finished third in both the three and
six mile races last year would
have been a let-down, but when
he did that at Western, It motivated the team because Paul had
been bothered by leg Injuries all
spring.
The healthier half of the distance duo, Sid Sink, contributed
28 points to the team's cause by
running his win streak to nine with
record-breaking victories in the
steeplechase and one mile, before
placing second In the three mile.
"This gives him room for Improvement next year," said a proud coach

Brodt, about his sophomore star
who has met challenge after challenge successfully this season.
Sid provided the sportswrlters
with a lead story on Friday's results by winning the 3,000 meter
steeplechase In 8:54.9, which was
12 seconds faster than the MAC
record set by OU's Don Leedy last
year. Sink also lowered the BG
mile record to 4:07.4.
The field event results were not
too impressive for the Falcons,
except for third place finishes by
John Trill In the pole vault and
Stan Allen In the long jump. Trill
vaulted a personal high of 14-6,
and Allen, who was a bit of a
disappointment In not placing In
the high or triple jumps, Jumped
22-1 1/4 in the long Jump.
Allen did no', enter the high Jump
competition until the bar was set
at 6-4, but teammate Tom Light
took fifth place with a Jump of 6-2.
The heavyweights met some very
strong competition in the shot put,
hammer, discus, and javelin and
were unable to place better than
fourth.
The mile relay team of Bob
Home, Jim Gagnet, Greg Shannon,
and Ken Kelly ran their fastest
time of the season, 3:20.6, which
was good for fourth place. The 440
relay quintet of Honester Davidson,
Jim Brown, Home and James also
earned four points with a fourth
place finish with a time of 42.6.
The third place finish was the
third best Falcon performance in
Brodt's nine years as coach, and
was two notches higher than BG's
fifth place showing last year. After
that accomplishment, Bowling
Green
has another tough task
ahead—to defend their title In the
All-Ohio Championships Saturday.

BG racketmen embedded
fourth in MAC tournament
By KEN BERZOF
Assistant Sports Editor
LALAMAZOO, Michigan—"It
wasn't supposed to turn out this
way."
'i hat's about the best summary
I can think of after spending two
sunny days at Western Michigan
University covering the Mid-Amerl-:an Conferencetenn 1 schampionships.
"he tennis team left Bowling
Gram Thursday afternoon with
confidence and a lot of talent to
back to up their hopes of bringing home a second place finish.
But afas, final tabulations of points
found the mighty Falcons embedded
In fourth behlni Ohio University
and Kent State directly,, and a
distance behind Toledo, who with a
mlmlmum of trouble rolled to their
fourth straight MAC tennis title.
Play began Friday morning with
the first rounds of the singles
matches, and continued through the
finals of the doubles matches,
played Saturday afternoon. In the
number one singles, Dennis Cavanuagh began the first round by
easily defeating Miami's Jack Hussey In such rapid order, that
people hardly had time to turn
their watches back an hour to
match Michigan time.
In the
sem'-flnals, Cavanaugh defeated
Ohio's Steve Modell, but he lost
In the finals to Mike Ducey of
Toledo In three sets.
In the number two position, Mike
Miller got to the semi-finals befer losing to Ohio's Lee Adams.
M ike Costello, In the number three
positon got a bye In the first
round, but won in the semi-finals.
In the final round against Terry
Drown of Toledo, Costello lost
In 3 sets.
Guenter Herold and John Fox,
playing in the number 4 and 6
positions, each lost In the first
round. Dan Norris In the num'.«r
five positon got as far as the semifinals before he was beaten by
Kent.
In doubles competition, the number one team of Cavaugh and Miller
won their first match but lost in
the semi-finals, as did the number
two doubles team of Mike Costello
and Norris. In the number three
position the team of Herold and
Golner drew a bye the first round,
and was defeated In the semi-final

round by OU.
"It was a little disappointing,
but I knew the lack of depth would
catch up with us," coach Bob
Gill said.

Mike Costello played very well,''
he added. "And Cavanaugh played
better than he's played all season."
The coach further explained that
the key to BG's chances rested
with their doubles play which had
been somewhat weak during the
season but had come through with
victories on several occasslons.
A member of the number three
doubles team, Mark Goldner commented that, "All year the doubles
have come through. This time
they didn't Playing on the number
two doubles, Dan Norris said,
"We lust couldn't eel the big

point when we needed it."
First day competition had ended with Bowilng Green winning 8
points, one behind both Ohio University and Kent State, all three
behind Toledo. But Saturday
proved disastrous as the Falcons
failed to win one match, while OU
and Kent each scored four more.
"I thought we were In good shape
going Info Saturday," Gill said,
"but we couldn't capitalize on our
chances."
The Falcons entered the tournament with a 4-1 record against
MAC opponents, a record second
only to Toledo. During the season,
BG defeated Ohio University and
Kent. Last weekend, thoughts were
that they could beat them again.
But things just didn't turn out
the way they were supposed to.

,v
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UP AND OVER-Sid Sink, Falcon distance specialist, works on
his hurdling form during a practice session.

Falcon golfers last
as Bobcats take title
Ohio University staged a startling comeback on the last nine
holes to slip past Miami and win
the 1969 Mid-American Conference
Championships at the Gull Lake
Country Club in Kalamazoo, Michigan last weekend.
Kent State held the lead after
Friday's play, but they began to falter on Saturday and the Flashes
were replaced by Miami's Redskins
as the pacesetters. As the tournament swung Into the final nine
holes Miami was ahead of Ohio University by nine strokes. The determined Bobcats chopped stroke after stroke off the Miami lead until they had tied for the top spot.
They finished in fine form and had
a second-place In the medalist
category to boot. He was Ludl
Schenk, whose 69-76-74 — 219
Just missed the 75-74-69—218
posted by Miami's Chris Roderick,
who was this year's medalist.
Kent State followed Ohio U. and
Miami with 1136 strokes and a
third place finish. They were fifteen strokes behind Ohio's 1121
and twelve in back of Miami's

1124. Toledo's 1143 strokes put
them fourth. Marshall was a surprise at 1154 strokes and a fifth
place finish ahead of Western Michigan's 1160, and Bowling Green's
1166.
Bowling Green's last place finish
did not surprise too many people,
but the Falcons actually accomplished something. Every player shot
better than his season's average,
which Is some consolation to the
young team. Tom Bohardt led the
team, as he has done all season,
this Ume with a 77-74-77 — 225
which tied him with last year's
medalist Ilerm Kaiser, for sixth
place In this season's medalist
race. Miami's Kaiser slipped a bit
this time but was compensated for
by his teammate. Chris Roderick,
who topped the field to become
medalist.
As Bohardt bowed out of college
golf with this tournament, so did
coach Forrest Creason. After 31
years on the coaching trail Creason has decided to leave that field
In favor of his teaching endeavors.
He had a final word of encouragement for the Falcon swingers,
saying, "They never gave up all
season long, even when they were
losing, which is all a coach can ask."

p

' KAPPA
*AKKAALPHAl
Fraternity
Congratulates

DOUBLES PLAY -Don Norris (forground) and
Mike Costello fight for a point in a recent tennis

,

match. The duo is the Falcons' No. 2 doubles
team. (Photo by Lorry Nighswander)

SUE
BEDNARSKI
Dream Girl
Of 1969
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Ohio University lassoes crown
with sweep over diamond nine

JO

NO VACANCY The pitcher's mound was filled to the limit as
Coach Young (left) discusses a troubling situation with hurler Ron
Wellman (right), Bruce Rasor (2) and Bob Hill (behind Rasor) in
action earlier in the season.

By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
There was once a third baseman
named Peahead Walker playing
semi-pro ball for a West Virginian
team.
The fans around his parts used
to make a hobby out of shooting
rifles at popups In the Infield.
Peahead put up with this behavior
for most of the season but one day
he approached his manager and
threw his glove at the coach.
He said, "I don't mind those
folks shooting at pop files but last
night I heard 'em ;say today they
were going to shoot at,grounders.*'
For sure, no rifles were present
at the Athens field on Friday and
Saturday but Bowling Green probably thought they were being shot
to pieces with both barrels afte.OU had pulled three straight games
and the MAC title from the Falcons' reach.
Thirty hits, 18 walks and 24 runs
proved ample ammunition for the
Bobcats on route to a 5-1 and 3-1
doubleheader sweep after Ohio had
romped 16-2 In Friday's single
contest.
A sweep over OH would have
given the Falcons the conference

championship as contender Western Michigan dropped two out of
three to Toledo's Rockets, but instead, the triple losses bounced BG
Into fourth place, a half game behind Marshall (7-7).
As a result of the triumph the
Bobcats will meet Minnesota, Big
Ten Champs, and two Independents
in a double elimination tournament later this spring with the
winner advancing to ths College
World Series next month.
Bowling Green started out on the
right foot on Friday, batting home
a pair of runs in the first Inning.
Unfortunately, that was the entire
offensive display for the day as
OU pounded out a convincing 16-2
triumph.
John Knox led off the opening
frame with a single. After Mel
Karnehm laid down a sacrifice
bunt and Greg Miller had received
a walk, rightflelder Russ Hagerty
rapped a run-scoring single to
right. Hagerty rode Jim Barry's
safety home for the second tally.

Ohio came back with five In the
second an I two in the fourth to
take a 7-2 lead and put the contest
completely away with a devastating
nine run seventh.
Thirteen batters went up to the
plate in the seventh, with seven
collecting hits.
Terry Bork, who started for BG,
took the loss while Bill Clauss
picked up the victory in relief.
Russ Hagerty led BG's hitting with
three one-base blows.
Although Bowling Green played
sizeable contributions but the most more representative baseball Satnoticeable saving effort came In the urday, the outcome was still the
goal by Sam Glarrusso with 13 same.
Ohio broke a scoreless tie with
stops.

Lacrossers' late scoring
repulses Bishop squad
By GAKY DAVIS
Sports Editor
In rolling to a flashy 10-1 record the Falcon lacrossers had
things pretty in ch their own way.
Yet In Saturday's finale they needed a three goal explosion In the
last 10 minutes of action to repulse
a highly spirited Ohio Wesley.in stick squad 9-8.
The Bishops stunned the Falcons early after jumping out to
a 2-0 lead and later managed to
lengthen the margin to 7-2 with
8:32 remaining in the third quarter.
Bowling Green however, kindled
a phenomenal comeback with seven
of the last eight goals scored In
the game.
"This was by far the most exciting and entertaining game," said
coach Mickey Cochrane, "our
comeback was tremendous especially against a team like Wesleyan."
The Falcons made a complete
reversal of form In the second
half sparked by improved mldfleld
play and complimented by energetic attack riding that snapped over
50 per cent of the Bishop clears.
Cochrane also had a somber observance on the 11th win though.
"It's hard to tell how much we
Improved this season he said, "because we have always had things
our way." Except for Denlson we
have never been in this position
before. I'm disappointed that we
left ourselves get into this situation — we never needed to."
Ohio Wesleyan broke a 2-2 tie
at the 8:45 mark of the second
stanza and continued to harass the
Falcons mainly from the mldfleld
positions. The Bishops caught the
Falcons standing around on the midfield
and contested the loose
(ground) balls with two or more
players.
"Their mldfields were head and
shoulders above us In the first
half," when we didn't respond,"
said Cochrane.
Wesleyan double teamed the man
with the ball and shut off his help,..
"We did manage to come to life
in the second half," said Cochrane.
The visiting Bishops racked up
five straight goals over the second
and third positions In emasslng
their temporary 7-2 buldge. The
Falcon fireworks started at the 6:45
mark when defenseman Jim Newcity
entered the offensive territory on
the (fast break) clear attempt and
flipped a pass to Steve Hart for the
goal.
Bowling Green poured through
three more goals in a minute and
17 seconds to turn the momentum
and put the visitors on the run.
Ohio Wesleyan's only protection
of their lead was an early fourth
period goal for a precarious 8-6
lead. That was finally whittled away

with about six minutes remaining.
Art Curtis used a screen by Steve
Hart on the goalie to toss the winning
goal by his feet at 1:55. A Falcon stall chewed up the remaining
time.
"It was something we practiced
for 20 minutes In practice the other
day," said Cochrane, "It was just
something we had never done
before."
The evenness of the final score
was supported by the shot and
groundball statistics. The Bishops
captured a one shot edge 48-47 and
the Falcons a 68-G4 groundball
edge. In the crucial final period
the Falcons limited the visitors
to seven shots.
The exciting seven seniors made
Bow'.lng Green 2 0 4 3-9
Ohio Wesleyan
2 3 2 1-8
GOALS—BG - Winters (2), Hart
(2), Dohms, Smith, Farrell, Zimmerman Curtis; Ohio Wesleyan White (2), Garman(2), Harley, Seller, Koegel, Wright.
ASSISTS—BG - Farrell (2), Smith
(2), Dohms, Newcity, Zanfardlno;
Ohio Wesleyan - Carman (2),
Wright (2), Harley, White.
SHOTS—BG 47, OWU 48

.

Cochrane to coach
North-South match
Winning carries with It extra
benefits as lacrosse coach Mickev.
Cochrane found out recently.
Cochrane who has coached the
Falcons to a 30-12 overall record
In four seasons was named an
assistant coach for the South team
in the annual North-South lacrosse
match, June 13.
The match which will be held
at John Hopkins University, features the best of the nations college seniors in lacrosse. The South
team is comprised basically of
Midwest and Southern players.
Cochrane will be returning to
fa in liar settings when he treks east
for the game, because he coached
at Hopkins before coming to Bowling G r e e n to start the program
here.
He, along with Buddy Beard more

ATTACKING THE GOAL-A Falcon sticker pressures the goalie in action earlier this season.

of Virginia, will coach urrier
Charles Wenzel of Loyola.
"It's a great honor,"saidCochrane, "particularly nice because
It's in Baltimore at Hopkins."
"This reflects the efforts of our
guys, because this is where the
honor comes from," he added.
Cochrane has coached the Falcons
to record of 6-3,5-5,8-3 and 11-1
In four varsity seasons.
Eddie Hendrlk (goalie) made the
South team two years ago for Bowling Green and there are three
Falcons who are candidates to play
this year with final selections upcoming. The players are AllAmerican Pete Farrell at mldfleld, All-Midwest Chuck Winters
also at mldfleld, and All-Midwest
Steve Hart at attack.
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two tallies in the sixth and added
three more in the eighth to ice
the battle. The Falcons scored
their only run In the 5-1 defeat
in the top of the seventh.
Hagerty walked, Barry delivered
a one-out single and Bjb Hill swatted Hagerty home with a single
before the threat ended on pinchhitter Ed Platzer's double play
ball. Karnehm and Barry led a six
hit attack with a pair of singles
apiece. Bob Morgan picked up his
third straight win of the year while
Bill Greln took the setback.
Bowling Green picked up a pair
of runs in the first frame of the
seven inning nightcap on back to
back leadoff singles by Mike Harris and Karnehm and two-out -safeties by Greg Wiley, Hagerty and
Miller.
The Falcons could only muster
four hits together in the remaining six frames though, while OU
collected three runs on five hits to
win a squeaker, 3-2.
BG had a bases loaded rally going
in the sixth but a strikeout ended
the threat.
"We were in both games on
Saturday," said Falcon Coach Dick
Young. "We got to their pitchers
and scored on them but they just
beat us," he added.
Bowling Green finished an average season with the OU setbacks,
showing a record of 7-81ntheMAC
and a 16-19 overall mark. On
the other hand, Ohio continued the
domination which has seen Western
or OU capture the crown for the
last 22 years. The Bobcats will
enter the NCAA tourney with an
18-10 record, 13-3 in the conference.

BG hooters end
spring campaign
with upset win
COLUMBUS—The Falcon soccer spring program drew to a
close Suiday when the booters
finished fourth in an eight-team
tourney In Columbus.
Bowling Green climbed into the
semi-finals with a 3-1 upset in the
first round of activity over the
top-rated Cleveland German Central team .'n the 15th Annual Memorial Day Cup Game. The event
was sponsored by a Columbus Recreational group.
The Falcons lost their bid for
the title In the semi-finals when
they dropped a contest by virtue
of corner kicks. They had battled
Columbus Olympia to a 0-0 draw
and the game was decided on corner kicks In favor of the latter
club 4-2.
Ironically, that same club had
advanced to face Bowling Green
with another corner kick decision
after another 0-0 draw. They
advanced to the finals without scoring a point.
Playing without a rest, the Falcons made It back-to-back games
when they matched Columbus Macedonia. The Falcons lost their
bid for third place when they
dropped a tight 1-0 decision playing the final half In a downpour.
"The kids were really tired,"
said Jim Thleser, "but they showed
potential and fine all around team
play."
Don Gable, with a pair of goals
and Fred Welsmann, with a solo
tally, provided the offense In the
upset win over Cleveland and it
was enough to win when coupled
With a tight defensive effort. "It
was probably the most perfect
game of passing and defense ever
played by Bowling Green," said
coach Thleser.
He expressed enthusiasm toward
the just-completed spring program
which drew 35 athletes to double
the number in previous years.
The program provided an opportunity to put the freshmen booters
together with some of the veterans that will be back next year.
"They have come along fantastically well," said Thleser. "I'm
real happy with the program and
the attitude was great."
Last week the Falcons journeyed
to Ohio Wesleyan for a scrimmage
contest and grabbed a 6-4 decision. This contest was also played
under extremely wet conditions.

